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ESSAY GENOME-SEQUENCING ANNIVERSARY



A Celebration of the Genome, Part I



T



en years ago, the first peer-reviewed reports of the sequencing of the human genome were published. At that time we announced that “humanity has been given a great gift,” which has proven to be the case in many ways but has also presented a great challenge. To commemorate the event, we have asked a cross section of insightful individuals—representing many viewpoints—to look at what it has meant to them or their communities to have access to human genome sequences. We will be publishing their comments throughout the month of February.



Francis S. Collins Director, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA. When the draft sequence of the human genome was published in February 2001, Nature and Science featured human faces on their covers. As striking as these images were, they could be seen as more art than science, because systematic genome-wide sequencing had yet to be applied to individuals for medical purposes. What a difference a decade makes. Real faces are now appearing that demonstrate the medical value of comprehensive genome sequencing. Researchers with NIH’s Undiagnosed Diseases Program recently identiﬁed a genetic cause for a rare and debilitating vascular disorder that had bafﬂed the medical ﬁeld and evaded diagnosis. The discovery was spurred by the cases of Louise Benge and Paula Allen, two middleaged sisters from Kentucky who had calciﬁcation of the large blood vessels and joints in their hands and feet, in the absence of any effect on coronary arteries. Thanks to genomic analyses (just published in the New England Journal of Medicine), they now know that their severe leg and joint pain stems from a a mutation in NT5E, which encodes a protein that converts AMP to adenosine. Better understanding of the disease mechanism will help to guide development of treatments for such patients, as well as illuminate metabolic pathways involved in calciﬁcation. An even more impressive story of the revolution that genomic analysis is bringing to the clinic relates to Nic Volker (shown above), a 6-year-old Wisconsin boy who developed inﬂammatory bowel disease shortly before his second birthday. Multiple intestinal ﬁstulas occurred, making it impossible for him to eat normally. Despite numerous tests and more than 100 surgeries, doctors remained at loss for a diagnosis and the little boy grew sicker. Then, researchers at the Medical College of Wisconsin carried out whole-exome sequencing, examining the protein-coding regions of every gene in Nic’s genome. They identiﬁed a mutation in his XIAP gene. XIAP mutations were not previously associated with bowel symptoms, but had been linked to a severe blood disorder that is curable through bone marrow transplantation. The medical team raised the possibility of a transplant, which would not have been considered without a ﬁrm diagnosis. It was per546



formed in July 2010, using stem cells from the cord blood of a matched, healthy donor. Seven months later, Nic appears to be on the road to recovery. While he is still on immunosuppressants, doctors report the new stem cells are stably engrafted, blood counts are good, and there’s been no return of bowel disease (http://journals.lww.com/geneticsinmedicine/ Documents/GIM200819_Revised.pdf). More important to Nic, he can ﬁnally eat solid foods! These cases, and others that are now appearing in the literature, document that we stand at a signiﬁcant juncture—the once-hypothetical medical beneﬁts of individual genome sequencing are beginning to be realized in the clinic. This transition will require hard work and ingenuity; in fact, it’s one of the many reasons that NIH plans to create a National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences. My hope is that when the day arrives to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the original human genome publications, we will be able to look at a world ﬁlled with the faces of people whose health has been improved by the sequencing of their genomes.



The Human Genome at 10: Successes and Challenges J. Craig Venter President, J. Craig Venter Institute, Rockville, MD, and San Diego, CA; CEO, Synthetic Genomics Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA. Fifteen years ago, my team published the ﬁrst complete genome sequence of a living species, that of Haemophilus inﬂuenzae, using our newly developed technique of whole-genome shotgun sequencing. This genome sequence was only 1.8 million base pairs in length and required 4 months of sequencing to produce. Five years later, as a result of dramatic changes in automation and massively parallel DNA sequencing, it was possible to sequence the human genome at 3 billion base pairs in only 9 months, a >1000-fold improvement. We published the ﬁrst individual, diploid human genome sequence in 2007, and now, with single DNA sequencing instruments producing 100 million base pairs per day, individual genome sequences are becoming commonplace. Most of the new generations of sequencing technologies, although faster and considerably cheaper, produce much shorter sequences (50 to
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The Golden Age of Human Population Genetics Molly Przeworski Professor, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA, Howard Hughes Medical Institute Early Career Scientist The ﬁrst draft of the genome provided the road map for the past decade of research in human genetics, allowing for the design of platforms that have been used to query variation in populations worldwide and helping to drive down the cost of sequencing by several orders of magnitude. Within years, tens of thousands of complete genome sequences will be available from humans and from extinct hominids, as well as from thousands of other species. Given the human mutation rate, we will soon know of variation among individuals at almost all sites in the genome. For population genetics, this ushers in a previously unimaginable opportunity to reconstruct the entire genealogical and



Xavier Cortada’s Sequentia Exhibit, 2010.
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200 bp) from smaller DNA fragments than did the strategies to produce the ﬁrst human genome sequences. Long DNA sequence reads (800 bp) from the ends of long DNA clones (>100 kb) provide scaffolding and extensive DNA assembly by linking together subassemblies. The short sequences can only produce small clusters; these make sequence assemblies of substantial length improbable. Because of these technical issues, some investigators only layer their short sequences against a “reference” and do not try to assemble a sequence, which makes it problematic to deﬁne scientiﬁc standards for a “genome sequence.” As important as sequence quality standards are, a much larger issue rests with the current state of our ability or inability to interpret human genome sequence. Among the many improvements that are needed in human genome research, the most important is the collection of human phenotypes (according to agreedupon parameters and standards), in conjunction with tens of thousands of accurate human genome sequences. Such data sets will be the foundation for accurately predicting clinical outcomes from DNA sequence information. This is true not only for diagnosis but also in foreseeing and avoiding drug side effects, as well as monitoring stem cell genome mutations and/or variations before cell therapies. Although many “genome” companies and researchers are promoting personal genomics for medicine and/or life choices, regulation of data quality and standards is lacking, which has made deceptive marketing a reality in some instances. We have sequence and genetic data quality that is suitable for some scientiﬁc analyses but no standards adequate for clinical practice or even for informing individuals of results that exist. We have come a long way in genomics; however, for genome sequencing to reach its full potential we still have a long way to go.



mutational history of humans and pushes us against the limits of what we will be able to infer about the evolutionary and genetic forces that affected every region of the genome. Why are disease mutations present in human populations? What is the genetic basis of our cognitive and physiological adaptations? What was the sequence of demographic events that led to the colonization of the globe by modern humans? Stay tuned, and before long, we should know as much as genetic data alone can tell us.



Genomics and Clinical Relevance Tom Hudson President and Scientiﬁc Director, Ontario Institute for Cancer Research, Toronto, Ontario, Canada When I interact with physicians, I realize that the clinical questions they think are most relevant are more sophisticated than those posed by the ﬁrst wave of whole-genome studies. When I ask questions that are clinically relevant, they are not what I asked myself in 2001, when the landmark human genome–sequencing papers were published. At that time, my thinking process was DNA-driven: What is functional? What is normal genome variation? What amazes me in retrospect is that I did not appreciate the fact that genomic information and technologies would grow more than a millionfold in the following decade and, in a way, leap-frog other critical initiatives in health research. Now, clinicians are more and more concerned by overdetection, overdiagnosis, and overtreatment of diseases, as a result of sensitive tests (e.g., prostate-speciﬁc antigen for prostate cancer). Whether the disease involves cancer, metabolism, inﬂammation, or neurodegeneration, it becomes apparent that we have a limited knowledge of disease processes over time and, consequently, limited knowledge of when to intervene and to what degree. In some patients, this leads to unnecessary complications, whereas in others, the failure to act early is irreparable. If I could move the clock back to 2001 and change course, I would invest signiﬁcantly more in developing large clinical resources with detailed clinical histories, deep phenotyping, and longitudinal follow-up in order to better understand outcomes and treatment responses. If genomics was now being integrated with such resources, we would be closer to achieving a form of personalized medicine that clinicians would be eager to adopt.
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ESSAY



“The Human Genome Project—hints at a new vision of humanity” dertal DNA can now be compared with our own, and we are learning that Neandertals are hardly extinct, their DNA living on in many of us. Tantalizing discoveries now suggest that we once shared the planet with the newly discovered Denisova hominin, which appears to have interbred with some of our ancestors as recently as 40,000 years ago. The Human Genome Project undermines cherished ideas about human uniqueness. But it also hints at a new vision of humanity. We are less clearly deﬁned than we once thought, less set apart from the rest of life, but uniquely able to probe the data and ponder the questions. And, being humans, we let our discomfort give way to wonder. Who are we, and where will we go next?



Painting the Genome for the Public Xavier Cortada Artist, Miami, FL, USA Everything that lives, has ever lived, or will ever live on planet Earth has been created using adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine. Mapping how these four nucleotides arrange to create a human being helps us better understand how interconnected we are to one another and the natural world. I recently created portraits of life’s four building blocks shown below. It felt as if I were painting a relative, except that I was bringing molecular formulas, not ancestors, to life. Within each large colorful canvas, I painted imaginary subatomic landscapes with ﬂoating base-pairs.
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Ronald Cole-Turner Professor of Theology and Ethics Pittsburgh Theological Seminary, Pittsburgh, PA, USA As a theologian, I am sometimes asked: What, then, does it mean to be human? If I ever knew the answer, I am becoming less clear all the time, thanks in part to discoveries related to the human genome. The irony is discomforting. As we gain precision, we seem to be losing conceptual clarity. The “human” genome, it turns out, consists of sequences that are widely shared across the evolutionary tree. The microbes inside us, outnumbering our human cells ten to one, have their own genomes that interact with our DNA, contributing to our individual and species identity. Comparisons between the human genome and that of other primates, such as chimpanzees, suggest that the boundary of our much-vaunted human “uniqueness” is thin indeed. The sequence of a major portion of Nean-



At the Sequentia exhibit’s opening, I invited 400 museum visitors to help synthesize a DNA molecule. Through art, I wanted them to explore the sequence of events that make up life on the planet from the molecular to the monumental. Participants randomly selected postcards depicting one of the four nucleotide paintings and attached them along the exhibit’s wall. The participatory art installation generated a 400-nucleotide sequence. In Kalai Mathee’s laboratory at the College of Medicine, Florida International University, we synthesized the DNA strand, propagated it within bacteria in a petri dish, and analyzed it against other existing sequences. Our randomly generated sequence could have belonged to any (or none) of Earth’s species, but instead, it resembled the portion of human chromosome 3 that encodes proteins directing the navigation of axons in our neurons during development. More of us need to realize that we came about in the same way that all other life did—we share the same biology. May we use the knowledge we develop to act as best we can to sustain life for all species sharing this planet.



Bringing Genomics and Genetics Back Together Richard A. Gibbs Professor, Department of Molecular and Human Genetics and Director, Human Genome Sequencing Center, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX, USA Ten years already? There have been cycles: When we produced the ﬁrst sequence, we were all amazed to see the lower-than-expected gene count and the size of each of the categories of the functional class of gene products—even though we had no clue about the functional roles of at least one-half of them. Many of us also expected wide enthusiasm for more sequencing, more biology, and more discovery. Instead, the community was slow to warm up to genomics. Sequencing the ﬁrst human genome really changed the way all biologists work, but it did not change many opinions about “big science.” Now, after several years of model organism genomes, deep surveys of genetic variation, and a burst of technical development, appetites are increasing for DNA sequencing and experiments on the scale of the human genome project. In studies of human biology, personal diploid genome sequences have shown the way forward, but the most exciting data now are from solving the genetics of individual Mendelian disorders, where the phenotype-genotype relationships really make sense. The new methods and the willingness to tackle human Mendelian genetics, with attention to modiﬁers and heterogeneity, will enable the realization of the impact of genomics in genetics. Genomics became a discipline that was separated from genetics more than 20 years ago, but now the two are coming back together.
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